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Rabin's murder
shocks campus
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Chief

photo courtesy of Duke Westover

THANK YOU, MR. PRIME MINISTER — Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin gave LU
chancellor, Dr. Jerry Falwell, a token of appreciation last July, thanking Falwell for the support
of evangelical Christians. Falwell said he believes "Bible-believing evangelicals will continue to
pray for the peace of Jerusalem and the state of Israel."

Group disburses flyers

The assassination of Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin Saturday
sent Shockwaves through the world.
Vigils were observed, prayers were
offered and tears were shed.
For some, however, die news of
his death came as more than just an
announcement of political import.
For some, the assassination was a
time of personal sorrow.
"Mr. Rabin was a friend of mine,"
Liberty Chancellor Jerry Falwell
said in an interview Sunday. "I did
not agree with him on some issues,
but I've admired his wisdom."
Falwell met with Rabin last July,
when they discussed the prime minister's work toward peace and evangelical Christians' support of Israel. The
chancellor said even then Rabin was
aware of the possibility of violence.
"I asked him, 'What do you consider, Mr. Rabin, to be the major challenge facing Israel today?' and he said
'terrorism,'" Falwell said. The prime
minister was not just worried about
attacks from other countries, however,
Falwell said Rabin was also concerned

about domestic violence.
"He was aware of the terrorism in
his own country," he said. "When I
heard the news (Saturday), I
thought, 'how prophetic.'"
According to Reuters NewMedia,
Rabin's assassin is a 27-year-old
law student who has had ties to
right-wing groups that oppose ceding the West Bank to the
Palestinians. Yigal Amir has confessed to the shooting, Reuters said,
and has told police he was acting on
orders from God.
According to some Liberty students who come from that part of the
world, the fact that the assassin was a
Jew may actually be a good thing.
"Maybe the world will stop thinking of all us Arabs as terrorists,"
said sophomore Margaret Alawi, an
Arab who lived in Jerusalem.
Falwell agreed. "Sad as this situation
is," he said, "it is very fortunate it was
a Jew that killed him and not an Arab."
This homebred act of violence was
not unexpected, however. "I was
shocked, but it wasn't too much of a
shock," Shriya Peters, a freshman
from Saudi Arabia, said. "I knew that a
lot of the Jews didn't like (Rabin's

position) because it's their homeland."
Alawi, who is studying to teach
English as a second language, said
she would like to see peace come to
the Middle East. "I'd really like to
go back," she said. "Peace or no
peace, I'm going back, but I would
prefer to have peace."
The assassination won't help
move this goal along, though, Alawi
feared. "It will probably stop (the
peace process) for a while," she
said. "Things in Israel will probably
get worse before they get better."
Other students who come from
the Middle East were also worried
that the peace process will die with
one of its chief architects.
"Now that the person who was for
peace is dead, you never know,"
Peters said. "It's going to be unrest.
"The people in the Middle East
hate the Jews. They don't want any
type of peace," she added.
According to Alawi, though, the
best step toward peace that can be
taken now is to simply pray. "Just
pray," she said. "Pray for everyone
involved. If it is God's will that
peace will come, pray that a solution will be reached."

Over the top...

SAAAwarns
of Planned
Parenthood
By BETSY SEARS
Champion Reporter
Students Active Against Abortion passed out flyers
Saturday that warned Lynchburg residents of Planned
Parenthood, a pro-abortion organization dedicated to family planning.
The SAAA members divided into groups of two and
went door to door on Memorial and Yeardly Avenues
in Lynchburg.
The members distributed flyers printed by Human Life
International, based in Maryland.
The flyer gave the history of Planned Parenthood, the
birth control pill and other contraceptives.
It also warned readers of the danger of Planned Plarenthood.
According to the flyer, Planned Parenthood's covert
agenda is to encourage promiscuity and low morality and to
destroy the family.
According to Sue Smith, director of SAAA, ever since
the opening of the Planned Parenthood on Langhorne
Drive, city abortion activists have protested outside its
doors nearly every day.
Smith said SAAA is ready to do all it can to show it
does not want Planned Parenthood here.
"Now that Planned Parenthood is here, we have let people know about it," Smith said.
The Liberty Godparent Home, an alternative to Planned
Parenthood, was started as a ministry of Thomas Road
Baptist Church.
SAAA, an SGA club, will hold a concert Saturday, Nov.
11, to raise money .__.
for the Liberty
Godparent Home.
The concert, will
be held at the
Upper Room in
d o w n t o w n
Lynchburg. The
concert will feature local Christian
alternative bands
such as Chewy,
Fields of lire and
Cosmic Killjoy.
Smith referred
to the future concert as an "alternative/punk kind
of thing."
Our main target
photo by Swcnt Bcadcy
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LU plans w e e k of t h a n k s
Campus pastors
urge students
to give thanks
BY SARAH K. POLLAK
Champion Reporter
Liberty's campus pastors have
issued a call for students to demonstrate thankfulness to God. The first
"Thanksgiving in Action Week" is
scheduled for Wednesday, Nov. 15, to
Wednesday, Nov. 22.
"Thanksgiving is not just a day of
football and food, hut it's a time to say
thank you to God," Campus Pastor
Dwayne Carson said.
"I hope (students) will realize how
good God has been to them and, with a
sincere heart, express their deep gratitude to die Lord," Carson said.
The week's activities are geared
toward putting action behind the
teachings, convocations and church
services, lasting, feasting, praying,
praising and giving are a few of die
week's happenings.

Carson said the schedule was assembled considering the students' time.
"(The Campus Pastor's Office) is trying
to be sensitive to the students' schedules," Carson stated.
Most of the sessions occur during
times normally established for convocation and church services.
The "Season of Prayer," in which
students come with other people from
their dorm to the Schilling Multipurpose Center to pray together during
certain hours, will be held from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. Sunday, Nov. 19.
Students will have the opportunity
to feed the homeless of New York in
the Wednesday, Nov. 15, convocation. The campus pastor's office has
set a goal of $5,000 to be raised in the
support of a New York soup kitchen.
The "Love Kitchen" will be the first
of Action Week's many programs,
beginning Nov. 15.
"(Love Kitchen) not only feeds the
physical side of man but die spiritual as
well," Carson said.
Odier activities during Action Week
include: a communion service, a last
and a traditional Thanksgiving dinner
with die faculty and staff at Marriott.

"I hope (students) will understand
that having received so much already
from the Lord, they need to be willing to share it with others," Carson
said. "I think this will impact every
home that LU students go to for
Thanksgiving and that it would carry
over to their families.
('arson said he is praying dial Action

Week will have the full participation
and cooperation of the students.
"I would hope that no one would be
guilty of being like the nine men in
Luke 17 who were healed of leprosy
and didn't return to give thanks,"
Carson said, "but that we would be
like the one leper who turned around
to say thank you."

Dates to Remember

1

Wednesday, Nov. / 5
• A 'fim* to Give — Special offering collected during convocation for the Manhattan
Bible Church's Love Kitchen in New York City.
• A Time to Worship — Communion will be served during die campus church service.
Thursday, Nov. 16
• A lime to Cim Thanks ~~ Hall "l:ocus" and prayer groups will have a time of giving
thanks to the Lord.
Sunday, Nov. 19
• A Time to Fast — A fast is proclaimed for Liberty beginning at the evening meal and
continuing for die breakfast and lunch meals of Nov, 20.
• A Time to Tray ~ Beginning after the evening service, there will he a time of prayer
from 9 p.m. to I a.m.
Monday, Nov. 20
• A time of Fellowship and Feasting —• During the evening meal at Marriott, Ubcrty faculty and staff are invited to eat with the students (Adults. $4; Children: $1; Maximum
per family: $10).
Wednesday, Nov, 22
• A 'time of Praise -» During convocation, there will be a time to give thanks arid praising
for more information, call the campus pastor's office at 582 2204.
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Debaters suffer defeat at Harvard
CQI

By MARK HASKEW
Champion Reporter

Late-Night Activities —
Friday, Nov. 3, the late-night activities are bowling and skating.
The cost for unlimited bowling
is $6.25, and shoe rental is free.
Use your LU ID to buy tickets at
AMF Lynchburg Bowl.
Skating will be at Skateland on
Graves Mill Road. The. cost of
$3.50 includes skates.
For more information, call the
Student Life office at 2131.
Living Christmas Tree —
Liberty Night for the Living
Christmas Tree will be Thursday,
Nov. 30, at 7 p.m. at Thomas
Road Baptist Church.
Tickets will be available (with
LU ID) after
convocation
Wednesday, Nov. 15; Friday, Nov.
17; and Monday, Nov. 20.
For more information, call Doug
Randlett at Thomas Road Baptist
Church.

Strategies for getting the
job you want," Thursday, Nov. 16
• "Making wise career decisions," Monday, Nov. 13
• "Understanding your talents in
making career decisions,"
Monday, Nov. 20
• "Knowing the will of God for
your career," Monday, Nov. 27
Geoff Moore and The Distance
— Special guests Big Tent
Revival and Geoff Moore and
The Distance will perform at the
Vines Center Thursday, Nov. 9, at
7:30 p.m.
Tickets are free to faculty, staff
and students. For more information, call 582-INFO.
Senior Portraits — Senior portraits will be shot the week of Nov.
13 in tlie DeMoss atrium. Seniors
can sigh up this week. Contact the
yearbook office at 2206 for more
information.

Career Workshops — The following workshops will be taught by Glen
Belden in DeMoss Hall 117 from
3:304:30 p.m.:
• "Presenting yourself in interviews," Thursday, Nov. 9

Convocation Schedule —
•Wednesday, Nov. 8: Dr.
Guillermin
•Friday, Nov. 10: Dr. Jerry Falwell
•Monday, Nov. 13: Jerry Stokes

To place information in The Ear, drop notices off at the Champion office, DeMoss Hall 113.
All information should be in an envelope marked "The Bar, c/o Van Gogh, Liberty
Champion." Please submit information at least two weeks in advance of an event

I iini'i tinn
The number of decisions made at ScareMare was reported incorrectly in
last week's Liberty Champion. The correct number, according to
YouthQuest officials, was more than 700.

Dr. Bert Peterson, Optometrist
239-6000

00

By ANNE CLAY
Champion Reporter

Attack dogs running by the tennis courts, men rappelling from a
helicopter hovering over the soccer
field, men in uniforms marching in
DeMoss — no, it isn't an invasion.
According to the military ministry
department (part of the Christian/
community service office), these
events are just a part of the activities planned for Liberty's annual
Military Emphasis Day, scheduled
for next Wednesday, Nov. 8.
Lew Weider, director of
Christian/community service, said
the event is designed to "enhance
student awareness and appreciation
for the military."

Students Will have a chance to question experts during two military panel
discussions in the afternoon, and
recruiters will be in the DeMoss Hall
atrium beginning at 8 am.
The evangelistic part of the day
will include special convocation
speaker evangelist Dr. Tun Lee, a
marine who lost both his legs during
the Vietnam War. "God's using him
to reach the nation," Weider said.
Another highlight of the day will
be the Virginia Army National
Guard demonstration at the LU
soccer field at 1:30 p.m. The
guards will be conducting such
demonstrations as rappelling from
a helicopter.
The U.S. Air Force attack dog
team will return to Liberty for two

Somethings are hard to leave behind.
I'll make sure your new home measures up.
Business
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arguments for that question. The case," Lawrence said. He said that
other four are attacks on the oppo- before Harvard, the affirmative argument had earned them a 10-3 record.
nents' arguments.
Pafford said the argument would
According to Lawrence, Liberty's
be
corrected in time for the next
opponents argued that Japan could
^
, ^
tournament. "Just
do a better job of • • • ^ • H M H M
because
you have
financing the plan "Harvard is by far the
one
bad
tournathan the U.S. —
toughest
tournament
ment
doesn't
mean
an argument the
you
junk
the
whole
judges accepted.
of the year."
argu"If the counter—Abe Pafford affirmative
ment,"
he
said.
proposal is better,
Assistant Debate Coach Hinton and Lawyou lose," he said.
rence, along with
Once one team
the
other
two
varsity
Liberty teams,
used the Japan point successfully, othwill
compete
this
weekend at
ers imitated. "Word gets around about
Northwestern
University.
The weekthe best strategies," Hinton said.
end
of
Nov.
3-5,
the
debate
team,
Until this point, the argument had
with
the
exception
of
Hinton
and
served them well, the debaters said.
Lawrence,
traveled
to
James
Mad"The problem is we were winning so
easily, so people knew we had a good ison University.

Military to invade campus Wednesday

(804) 385-6111

For Your Eyes Only
eye exams & contact lens fitting
With: Irving Edelsberg, O.D
and Optical World
(Next to J.C. Penney in River Ridge Mall)

The varsity debate team of Layla
Hinton and Bill Lawrence failed to
maintain its earlier successes when
opponents discovered a chink in its
armor at Harvard University.
Hinton and Lawrence won only
three of eight preliminary debates.
Their losing record at the tournament kept them out of the elimination rounds.
Assistant Coach Abe Pafford
explained, "We were 2-2 on negative (arguments) but only 1-3 on
affirmatives. You're expected to do
better on affirmative."
"Harvard is by far the toughest
tournament of the year," Pafford
said. In this tournament, Liberty's

opponents discovered a new weakness in the formerly-reliable affirmative arguments.
In college debate, one general
question is argued all year; this
year's question is whether the
United States should give security
assistance to Middle Eastern countries. Each team then argues a specific case based on that question.
Hinton and Lawrence's argument
for the year has been that a war concerning water eventually will hit the
Mideast. Therefore, the United
States should supply those countries
with technology and know how to
build ways to get fresh water to
those nations. Also, the United
States shouldfinancethe plan.
In a tournament, four of the eight
preliminary debates are affirmative

n c .

3700 Old Forest Rd.
Lynchburg, VA 24501

Fax
(804) 385-7344
Home
(804) 385-7424
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All with Student ID

demonstrations in the morning and
afternoon. The dogs are used primarily for sniffing out drugs being
smuggled into the United States.
Weider, who was asked to be
"attacked" last year during a
demonstration, said he was glad
that he had protective gear when he
was part of last year's demo. "It
was exhilarating," he said. "You do
have an incredible sense of rush
when that dog jumps at you from
six to seven feet away." He said he
would do it again if the team asked
him to.
Weider said student response to
the various demonstrations has
been very favorable in the past. He
said he hopes Military Emphasis
Day will be one way for the stu-

r
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i
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dents to express their support of the military, a chance
particularly
valuable in a
time
filled
with disillus i o n me n t
caused by the
C l i n t o n Weider
administration and a changing
U.S. army.
"We strongly believe in our military," Weider said. "Our men and
women are putting their lives on the
line for our nation, and we should be
grateful. We enjoy peace because of
their efforts, and we want to say
thank you to our veterans."

Subscribe Today!
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Students enjoy fall favorites at festival
and sweet potato casserole, among
other things.
Games were one of the highlights
of the Fall Festival. Participants
drew faces on jack-o-lanterns,
bobbed for apples and had food
contests in hopes of winning
reserved sealing for the upcoming
NewSong concert and Coffee
House events.
Apples were not the only thing in
the bobbing barrels. In a unique
twist, Student Life had students
also bob for mushrooms, jalapeno
peppers, olives and pickles. Each of
the items could be collected for
points, which in turn counted
toward prizes.
Students who participated in
food-eating contests tested their
stamina with such heroic feats as
attempting to stuff their mouths
with more jalapeno peppers and
olives than their opponents.
Freshman Kyle Brenon, who ate
24 hot peppers, said, "I feel like I

New Light Trio
sings country
in Reber-Thomas
By STEPHANIE RADAKER
Champion Reporter

The sound of Southern gospel
music greeted LU students as they
entered the cafeteria on Friday,
Nov. 3, during the Student Lifesponsored Fall Festival.
Marriott hosted the festival, creating a fall-like atmosphere in the
cafeteria with the help of some decorative bales of hay and ripe pumpkins. Entertainment came in the
form of the The New Light Trio,
which performed all through the
the festival from a side stage.
Marriott's dinner menu reflected
the spirit of the event as well, featuring corn pudding, acorn squash

haven't slept in three weeks! I
will never do that again."
Freshman Tyrone McCrae enjoyed
the game, but he too had a complaint
after a few trials at the bobbing barrel: "The mushrooms have got to go.
I don't like mushrooms."
Sophomore Eric Nyquist said he
"really liked the atmosphere."
Jeff Stanley, a member of the
New Light Trio, was a first-time
visitor to LU. "I think it's great,"
he said. "We love it here."
The New Light Trio, which
includes brother and sister duo
Wyatt Wilson and Faye Carter as
well as Stanley, has been performing for three years. The group was
invited by the director of music at
Thomas Road Baptist Church,
Robbie Hiner.
"The Fall Festival was wonderful," Parker said. "There was a
great level of participation by students and it was a fun time to enjoy
games and music."
photo by Zachary Kronenberger

Few students attend
Cam us ets a kick from TKD
first '95 student court P 9

PUMPKIN'S MY FAVORITE — Mark Young willingly takes a pumpkin pie in the face Friday
at the Student Life-sponsored Fall Festival held Friday in the Reber-Thomas Dining Hall.

By SARAH PARSHALL

lows: after a student receives a
Champion Reporter
ticket, he may
Student court is in session for this write an appeal
year, but because of a lack of defen- on the ticket and
dant attendance during court proceed- deposit it in the
ings Tuesday, Oct 31, Chief Justice box in DeMoss
Les Adams called an early recess.
Hall on the superFreshman Christi Salisbury visor's station.
defended a traffic violation at Security then
Tuesday's proceedings, the second sorts the tickets
official session of the Student into two different
Government Association court. categories —
Salisbury was clocked by LU secu- parking violaphoto by Bobble Cox
rity's radar at 40 mph on Champion tions and moving
BUT,
YOUR
HONOR
«.
—
Freshman
Christy
Circle, a 25-mph zone.
violations.
The
SGA Salisbury pleads her case at Student Court Tuesday.
Salisbury said she was "not aware
of the speed limit" because the day p r o s e c u t i o n Salisbury was found guilty of doing 40 in a 25 mph zone.
she received the ticket was the third team gets a copy of the moving vio- not so "focused on rules and procetime she had been on campus. After lation tickets and prepares to uphold dures but in determining the truth."
hearing Salisbury's statement, the the violation. The studentreceivesa Adams wants students to understand
court ruled she would pay the ticket - notice in the mail one week before that the court is grounded on the conCases like Salisbury's are very the next court date and in that time cept of providing professional and
common for the SGA student court. may prepare a defense on his behalf. ethical means to determine the truth.
Goals of the student court include
The court has gotten a late start
The court was established three years
more
student involvement. This will
ago and it has not been very popular this semester because of the process
give
the
student body an opportuniof
confirming
the
justices
by
the
in the past, Adams said. The court is
ty
to
have
more power entrusted to
senate
committee
and
conferences,
made up of seven justices, four prosthem,
setting
a precedent for jurisaccording
to
Adams.
ecutors and one court reporter.
diction
over
other
matters.
He
also
said
the
student
court
is
The procedure for the court is as fol-

By GINGER GILLENWATER
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Champion Reporter

The air of the multi-purpose
room in David's Place is heavy
with sweat every Tuesday and
Thursday from 4:30 to 6 p.m. as
the 10 members of Liberty's Tae
Kwon Do Club gather to perfect
the "way of punching and kicking." They practice to both protect themselves and to sharpen
their minds.
Although a Korean martial art
form, Tae Kwon Do is intended
primarily to be a self-defense
study. It emphasizes kicking more
than other martial arts, according
to instructor Nat Marshall.
"It is really a defensive study,
as opposed to an offensive one,"

the TKD instructor said. "The
idea behind it is to protect oneself, not to initiate fights."
Some of the other benefits of
Tae Kwon Do are a sense of selfconfidence and a sense of accomplishment. Marshall also credited
Tae Kwon Do with helping students learn to relate with others.
"The techniques we learn here
are incredibly harmful," the head
of the school said.
"Some kicks we practice can
reach 20 to 30 miles per hour," he
explained. "You are more
reserved in situations with others
when you know you can really
hurt them."
Self-discipline is important,
according to senior Shane Carters,
the president of the Tae Kwon Do

Club and a Biblical Studies/
Religion major at Liberty. "In
real life, you can reap the benefits
of dedication through practice in
Tae Kwon Do," Carters said.
Marshall emphasized that his
goal is teaching students to dedicate themselves and to do the best
they cart.
He likened their pursuit of
perfection to Christianity, calling it a higher ideal that helps a
person keep going and be the
best he can.
"In Tae Kwon Do, you must
have a desire to learn," the TKD
instructor said.
Marshall is also the instructor
for a martial arts school that
meets in a health club near
Liberty University.
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Gunman injures four Richmond high-schoolers;
area residents, fellow students blame gang rivalry

House passes late-term abortion procedure bain;
supporters declare victory for pro -life movement

Gunfire
wounded
four
Police would not comment on
Richmond students at John F. whether the shooting stemmed
Kennedy High School as school from the past feuds, although 20
was being dismissed Monday, investigators have been assigned
Oct. 30.
to the case.
Students testified that the shoot"The initial investigation estabing may be related to a rivalry lished that one black male standbetween youths living in the ing across from the high school
Fairfield court and Whitcomb parking lot to the high school
housing projects.
opened fire with a handgun, strikAccording to area residents, the ing four victims," Police Sgt. R.
two groups of youths have been E. Loving said.
feuding for some time.
However, Leonidas B. Young,

The United States House of
Representatives passed a bill to ban
"partial-birth" abortions.
The procedure involves the doctor sticking scissors into the
infant's skull and sucking out the
brains so the head can be drawn
out of the mother's body.
"This is the key pro-life vote of
the 104th Congress," Rep. Robert
K. Doman, R*Calif„ said after the
288-139 vote made (be rare abortion a felony to petfomi.

Richmond mayor and council
rep-resentative for the district
where the shootings occurred,
said he feared the ramifications
of the incident.
"1 am aware that the feud
between them has not settled,"
Young said.
"We just did not know it had
gone this far," Young concluded.
Three of the victims have been
released from the hospital; the
fourth is in stable condition.

Pro-life advocates claim the
passage of the bill as a victory,
while pro-abortion supporters
oppose the ban, saying this
minor limitation may set a precedent for more extensive restrictions in the future.
"We are really not talking here
today about a procedure/' Rep.
John Bryant, D-Texfts, said.
"We are talking about Roe vs.
Wade and about the right of a
woman and ber ability to have

children in the future*" Bryant
concluded.
The legislation was sponsored by
Rep. Charles T. Canady, R^Fla. It is
the first time Congress has prohibit*
ed a specific abortion procedure
since 1973.
The bill now has to face the
Senate, where it may nave a more
difficult time passing, though
Democratic leader Tom Daschle of
South Dakota suspects "significant support."

Florida officials
say 'pay up'
to deadbeat dads
Florida officials recently released
a list of more than 10,000 deadbeat
parents who owe at least $250 in
child support.
The list gives newspapers access
to the names of parents who have
been neglecting their responsibility
to pay child support.
This will provide a ray of hope to
many parents who are owed the
money that is rightfully theirs.
"Our goal is to let people know
that some parents are not supporting their children and that tax pay- •
ers are footing the bill," said Larry
Fuchs, director of the Department
of Revenue.
The Department of Revenue
has discovered nearly a quartermillion neglectful parents, most
of them fathers.
"We want the friends, neighbors,
co-workers and bosses of these
deadbeats to know that they have
financially abandoned their children," Fuchs said.
Several parents who are owed
child support praised the idea of
publishing the names.
"I think it's great," said Linda
Jenkins of Pensacola, who says she
hasn't gotten child support for her
two sons for about eight years. "I
think they should have their pictures on milk cartons."
Jenkins said the list was "one
more thing that can be done."
'

What if ...
I could tell your h o w
your business could
tap into a multi-

You are Tl O t

million dollar market*

a

mooch.

But when

dollars
invested?

a hole in your pocket renders you
you r e l u c t a n t l y

call the folks C o l l e c t .

YOU dial 1 8 0 0 CALL ATT.
Your pangs of guilt are

minimCll.

Interested?

1 8 0 0 CALL ATT always c o s t s l e s s t h a n

I-SOO-COLLECT.
Always works from any phone. And always gets you the reliable AT&T Network.
O.K. here goes.

Know the Code. I HOO CALL ATT Thai's Your True

Choicer

Advertise in
The Champion.

AT&T

Your True Choice
''SoiiK.t': I l o n o n i k Impact

Study, HWI

' He* inimlulc tails hunioiiuns excluded
1-800-COUK.T is J a-gistucd Uadniiaik ul '•!' I
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College Campus Deals
THREE CRUST STYLES
ORIGINAL • DEEP DISH PAN • THIN CRUST
BUILD YOUR OWN - OUR FRESH TOPPINGS
Pepperoni • Italian Sausage • Ham • Bacon •
Ground Beef • Extra Cheese • Fresh Mushrooms
Canned Mushrooms • Onions • Green Peppers • Black Olives
Cheddar Cheese • Green Olives • Anchovies • Banana Peppers
Jalapeno Peppers • Fresh Tomato Slices

Q99

Small 10"

Cheese Pizza

O

Medium 12"

Cheese Pizza

4
"
•
*T
+ tax

Large 14"

C99

Cheese Pizza

\J

+ tax

Student
Topping Deal
Any Two Toppings
ONLY

+ tax

££99
O
+tax

Extra Large 16" Cheese Pizza

-f 00
1

237-7788

DOMINO'S DELIVERS

HAM & CHEESE
Ham and White American Cheese.

"ZZESTY" ITALIAN
Salami, Pepperoni, Ham, White American
Cheese, Onions, Italian Sauce and
Seasoning.

SUPER SUBS
"ZZESTY " MEATBALL & CHEESE

TURKEY & CHEESE
Turkey and White American Cheese.

MEATBALLS, WHITE AMERICAN CHEESE, ITALIAN SAUCE

VEGETARIAN
Lettuce, Tomato, Fresh Mushrooms, Onions,
Green Peppers, White American Cheese,
Oil & Vinegar.

AND SEASONING.

& SUBS!

CLUB SUB
Roast Beef, Turkey, Ham and White American
Cheese.

"ZZESTY" PIZZA SUB
3 of your favorite Pizza Toppings, Pizza
Sauce & Italian Seasoning.
ROAST BEEF & CHEESE
Roast Beef and White American Cheese.

PHILLY CHEESE STEAK
Steak marinated with Onions & Green Peppers,
White American Cheese and Italian Seasoning.

GARLIC SAUCE
PARMESAN PEPPERCORN
SAUCE
ORIGINAL PIZZA SAUCE
RANCH DRESSING
BLEU CHEESE

25C
250
250
250

each
each
each
each

+ tax
+ tax
+ tax
+ tax

$ogg
U «>*«.

$

$1197
I

HI..,

CAMPUS DEAL #1
$C99

15

NOW ACCEPT

8 CHEESE STICKS «2» + tax
with purchase ot pizza or sub.

16 CHEESE STICKS «3" + tax

2 2 9 + tax

with purchase of pizza or sub

30 CHEESE STICKS *5M + tax

$799
+tax

^ ^

+tax

TWO 6" SUPER SUBS

ADD

ADD
4 TWISTY BREAD STICKS $ 1 z e + tax
8 ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS * 2 M + tax
10 BUFFALO WINGS $ 3"+tax
CA2

V|SA MASTERCARD? AND

CAMPUS DEAL #3
$C99

2 SMALL 1-TOPPING PIZZAS
+
2 CANS OF COKE OR
DIET COKE

CA1

Our delicious cheese sticks are loaded with 100%
pure Mozzarella Cheese and seasoned with our
special Zzesty seasoning!

with purchase ot pizza or sub

MEDIUM 1-TOPPING PIZZA
+
2 CANS OF COKE OR
DIET COKE

4 TWISTY BREAD STICKS ' 1 Z 8 + tax
8 ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS * 2 M + tax
10 BUFFALO WINGS 'S^+tax

$

22L—

ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS

' 40 Pwn

CAMPUS DEAL #2
•

+tax

8 TWISTY BREAD STICKS

;96

$

(Minimum Delivery $5.99)

Our delicious bread sticks
baked fresh and painted with Garlic Butter
and Zzesty seasonings.
4 TWISTY BREAD STICKS $ 1 2 9 + tax

Available In: Hot, Medium, Mild Barbecue

Fort Ave. • 237-7788
Madison Hts. • 528-3300
Timberlake Rd. • 239-3399

OPEN LATE \

^ ^

7

5IBB™

•All Subs are made on Fresh French Rolls
•Mustard, Fat Free Mayonnaise, Onions, Lettuce,
Tomato.Oil & Vinegar Available Upon Request
• Extra Meat 950 • Double Cheese 950

TWISTY BREAD STICKS

DOMINO'S BUFFALO WINGS

250 each + tax

ALL SUBS
$

BACON CLUB
Turkey, Ham, Bacon, and White American Cheese

NEW DIPPING SAUCES

+ tax

CAMPUS DEAL #4
$£99
^ ^

+tax

DISCOVER CARD

CAMPUS DEAL #5

M

*8 .

2 CANS OF COKE OR
DIET COKE

30 ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS
+
2 C A N S OF C O K E OR
DIET COKE

EXTRA LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
+
4 CANS OF COKE OR
DIET COKE

ADD

ADD

ADD

Garlic Sauce 2 5 0 each + tax
Parmesan Peppercorn 2 5 0 each + tax
Original Pizza Sauce 2 5 0 each + tax
Ranch Dressing 2 5 0 each + tax
Bleu Cheese Dressing 2 5 0 each + tax

STUDENT TOPPINGS DEAL
ANY TWO TOPPINGS
ONLY $ 1 0 0 +tax

+

4 TWISTY BREAD STICKS $ 1 * + tax
8 ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS $ 2 a , + tax
10 BUFFALO WINGS $389+tax
CA3

CA4

CA5
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Tip from the shopping mall:
LU needs a parking garage
By now, everyotte knows the parking situation on campus is a bit
Of a problem,.
It seems like everyone has cats, but no one has spaces.
Though the situation is cause for frustration, there may be a couple things the administration could do to ease the auto congestion.
First, how about a campus shuttle?
LO needs a shuttle to just circle the campus every few minutes*
pick up students and drop them off at specified stops. If we had such
a service, more people would leave their cars in the pit and forget driving down to class.
And this would most assuredly make commuters, faculty and LU
security happy. More spaces would be free for those who have to
drive on campus. And security wouldn't have to spend so much time
writing tickets.
•
Another long-term solution would be to build a parking garage.
Shopping malls do this all the time.
Insteadof expanding out and using more property for parking, LU
snoutd build upIf a parking garage was constructed, say behind the Vines Centef
in the ravine, our problem would probably be solved.
Such parking would be convenient for students. It would also
allow property currently being used for parking tp be used for other
things— like dormitories and classrooms.
Most assuredly, LU's administration is studying the parking
problem. Maybe they-11 take one of these suggestions: and put It
into practice.

Earlybird campaigning —
lessons in the art of apology
G

et out the truth filter.
cal lifeblood. The American people
America is gearing up for her next know he's inconsistent. They have seen
presidential election.
him renege on his promises. And they
Though televisions have yet to be del- wonder if Clinton himself knows what
uged with campaign ads and candidates he stands for.
have yet to hop on a bus and tour the land,
To them and to me, Clinton's apoloone campaign in particular is already getic pleadings are a day late and a dolbeing waged. The campaign to re-elect lar short.
the nation's President.
If he had apologized right away — well
Bill Clinton, a.k.a. master of
maybe that I could believe.
political spin, has begun his
But to take responsibility for
quest for the veto pen.
failure only when it's camAnd his first move is to wax
paign time — that I find selfapologetic. Even our own chanserving and insincere.
cellor, Dr. Jerry Falwell, has said
The world lost a leader, an icon and a friend Saturday.
Our president has stooped to
"It's
easier
to
ask
forgiveness
preschool
philosophy.
The assassin's bullets that tore through Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
than to ask permission."
Though his mother told him
Rabin this past weekend shattered more than the body of an aged warAnd that's exactly what
he couldn't have any cookies
MICHELLE
rior, though.
Clinton is doing.
before dinner, he climbed onto
In case you haven't heard, FANNIN
They took the life of a father and husband; they martyred a man who
the counter and reached into
IB 1
Clinton
is
asking
the
upper
mid^™
''
^
^
^
^
™
the
cookie jar anyway. In the
fought for peace; they wrought havoc on the burgeoning Middle Bast
die class to forgive him for raising their midst of stuffing his mouth with baked
peace movement
taxes. He also told Ben Wattenburg, goods, mother walked through the
Despite the horrifying actions of a Jewish fanatic, however, the fight for newspaper columnist and author of the kitchen door, catching him in committing
peace must go on. The legacy Rabin left behind him Is too Important, too nec- new book "Values Matter Most," that he the crime. Mouth smeared with chocolate
wasn't pleased with his welfare bill. He and face caked with crumbs, he turns to
essary to be destroyed by a nut
that Goals 2000, his education her and says, "I'm sorry."
True, there are people ~~ both Israeli and American—who disagree with admitted
plan, didn't turn out well. In essence, he
Sure he is.
the specifics of Rabin's proposals. This doesn't matter.
has become his own scapegoat and is
He's not sorry he passed his own bills.
The prime minister's plans for the peace process may not have been the pleading for American sympathy.
He's sorry that they have angered many
Good
strategy.
Americans. And he's sorry that these
best As Dr. Jerry Falwell has said, there are good people on bom sides of the
Typical Clintonesque move.
Americans may not be voting for him
Issue. The validity of hlsspians, however, are really uruTOportant; bullets are
Undoubtedly, there will be some voters next time around. Simple as that.
iiot an answer.'
who believe Clinton. These are the people
Beyond that, I don't think Clinton
who are hoping a new Democrat will understands what image he is portraying
Thefightfor peace must go on.
emerge from the shell of a president they to the public.
have elected. They will give him his secAmerica doesn't need a president in
ond chance and wait for him to turn over name only. She needs a leader who stands
a new leaf.
behind his platform. She needs a leader
However, I doubt that thinking who takes responsibility immediately for
'Trust in the Lord, and do good; so shah thou dwell in the land, and verAmerica will be so quick to forgive his or her mistakes.
ily thou shalt be fed,
Clinton's lapses in judgment. And, if they
America needs a return to greatness
relight myself also in me Lord; and he shall give thee the desires of do, I don't think they'll ever forget.
and a true political statesperson.
thine heart.
It's not like Clinton has only commitC.Tinton had his chance.
Commit thy way unto the Lord; trust also in him; and he shall bring it ted one major faux pas while in office.
He let America down.
Waffling and doublespeak are his politito pass."
It's time to move on.

Fight for Middle East peace
must not die with Rabin

Passage of the week ...

Psalm 37:3-5
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EP

alloween may not be a pagan holiday. It is a stupid one, however.
Nothing against those who are fond of
the day. I'm sure there's a good reason
that vampires and witches are the most
popular customs.
The arguments
against celebrating
Candy Day are
many and varied,
ranging from opposition to its pagan
roots to fear of
weirdos handing TIMOTHY J.
out razor blades.
Proponents hail it GIBBONS
as a day when communities join together, a time of good,
innocent fun for youngsters.
I don't know. I also don't care all that
terribly much. I don't trick-or-treat anymore, and I don't have kids I have to be
concerned about.
However, gentle reader, I do believe
Halloween is dumb.
This epiphany came about, strangely
enough, on Halloween.
Like many other students, I work parttime at the mall. Most of my work days
are filled with people asking questions
about computers (I work at a software
store), video games and RAM chips.
Not last Tuesday, though. Tuesday, I
was the employee slated to stand outside
the store dropping Tootsie Rolls into the
sacks of costumed kids.
Let me tell you, Halloween has changed
a lot since I was a kid.
Back when I was still roaming the
streets begging for sugar, the premise was
very simple. Neighborhood children
would dress up, go to houses of people
they at least vaguely knew, shout "trick-atreat!" and receive some candy.
The homeowner would pretend he was
scared, the kids would pretend they were
scared; everybody was happy. Dad would
then walk with us to the next house.
The infamous Candy Day is a lot more
businesslike now.
Last Tuesday, mobs of kids ringed the
mall, flowing more-or-less single file past
all the stores. I was standing by the
entrance to the store, as were most of my
counterparts.
Parents with children in tow would stop
in front of me, where the kids would shout
the age-old phrase: "(nothing)."
The kids didn't say much of anything.
They knew I had candy; I knew why they
were there. What, they figured, I had to be
told they wanted candy?
The dutiful parents would then say
"thank you" with Junior echoing the
words behind them. The family would
then follow the line to the next supplier.
The process seemed so pointless:
• The parents weren't enjoying it.
• The kids weren't enjoying it.
• I sure wasn't enjoying it.
It would have made more sense to have
all the stores make up a care package and
mail it to the kids.
It really says something about our society when we can take a holiday whose
main purpose is giving kids candy and
make it banal.
I've never advocated not celebrating
Halloween because it's evil.
When the holiday becomes stupid,
however, maybe it's a holiday we don't
need anymore.

Complaints about cafeteria food?
Maybe poor eating habits are to bk
D

ear God, thank you for this food and
please bless it to our bodies. Amen." A
moment later ..."What is this and how did it get
on my plate?"
Liberty Champion Policies
Few aspects of college are as highly
The Liberty Champion encourages mem- criticized as the food. What makes this
bers of the community to submit letters to so persistent a complaint with stuthe editor on any subject.
dents? Why is this problem just never
Letters should not exceed 400 words and fixed? Why does the food seem to take
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing a severe turn for the worst one month
in the Liberty Forum do not necessarily rep- after you arrive at school? Why do you
resent the views of the Champion's editori- get sick eating what you have paid
al board or Liberty University.
thousands of dollars for? Whose fault
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear is this?
TOM
the endorsement of the author, solely.
Actually, it's mosUy ours.
INKEL
All material submitted becomes the propAccording to sources planted in
erly of the Liberty Champion. The Marriott, 600 to 900 people eat breakfast on
Champion reserves the right to accept, the average weekday. Almost 3,000 eat lunch
reject, or edit any letter received, according (counting commuters). At dinner, more than
to the Champion stylebook and taste. The 2,000 usually show up. From these figures,
deadline for letters is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
we can see that at least a few of the students
Please address all letters to "Editor, die who eat on campus are not attending all three
Champion" and drop them off in DH 113 or meals regularly.
mail to: Liberty Champion, Liberty
Strike one.
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
According to Grolier's Inspired On-iine
24506-8001.
i jicyclopedia, our digestive system is geared to

spin up about three times a day. As we all know Strike three.
from that odd rumble in our stomachs, these
If we sum this up, we realized this: your
cycles are geared for morning, noon and night body starves from 6 p.m. to noon the next day
mealtimes. In order for the system to work (18 hours), then gorges at lunch, then packs
properly, equal portions should be down a second meal four or five hours later.
eaten three times a day at the same Then it's a fast again until you eat at comtimes each day. Sure, your mind is pletely different times the next day. Now, add
finally beginning to compre- the fact that your body has adjusted to midhend the Tuesday/Thursday and night snacking, and you find that your
Monday/Wednesday/Friday appedtfi, your digestive system and our schedschedule, but how is your stom- ule are completely out of alignment. You eat
ach supposed to interpret eating at when your body is notready,you overeat what
11:20 one day and 1:40 the next? you don't need, and you will — you must —
Strike two.
feel sick every mealtime.
Finally, what do you eat, and
I'm not here to solve the food situaUon in
how long does it take to eat? We college; I've got better things to do with my
usually end up eating the same things every day life. But if you cannot eat regularly, slowly
(chicken patty fan here). This is unhealthy. and responsibly, you cannot expect too
Marriott uses a 20-day food cycle to provide a much from Marriott. Also, realize that
quality diet for those who care, but hot dogs, group-bashing anything several times a day
wallles and Rice Krispies every day are not cur- for years on end is going to make it very
rently part of this cycle. Not only that, but while unappealing. Maybe your sense of humor is
I haven't actually gone out with a stopwatch to dependent on cafeteria jokes, but note that a
study the guy eating his hamburger, I think you sense of humor is not veryfilling.In the end
will find that you eat much faster at school with do as the Russians say, "Ask a lot, but take
your friends than you do at home.
what is offered."
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Capital trip helps
revitalize and
energize students
with busy lives

O

nly a few weeks after fall break,
I once again ventured outside
Liberty University and into the real
world. Instead of frequenting
Marriott or spending time in the
library or the journalism lab, I visited
our nation's capital.
Along with some of the Champion
and Selah staff, I went to Washington,
D.C., for the Associated Collegiate
Press and College Media Association's
National Media Convention.
The drive to Washington, D.C.,
wasn't without some problems, however. First of all, let me point out that
the next time I go on a long road trip
and ride in the backseat of a van, I will
definitely
remember to bring
Dramamine. I haven't been so carsick
since I was 5 years old.
Dealing with carsickness wasn't the
only challenge the group faced. Since
most of us were unfamiliar with the
area, more often than not, we found
ourselves lost in the slums of D.C.
Now don't get me wrong — I'm not
complaining. It was a very eye-opening experience. I just would rather not
have that experience again.
Then, besides being carsick and getting lost, the Champion staff members
had to spend a lot of time with one
another. We already see each other various times during the week and for
long periods of time during the weekend. But at least we can get away from
each other at school. This past weekend, we were not so lucky.
For the most part, however, the
weekend went really well. The conference was exciting Jjecause more
than 2,400 students and advisors
were there.
Coming from Liberty, it was interesting to observe the differences in the
students from secular colleges, for
example, the differences in dress,
manners and language, to name just a
few. Coming away from the conference, I was really thankful to be at
Liberty, where most students are at
least friendly.
Also, going through the sessions at
the conference, I realized I've learned
more at Liberty about putting together
a newspaper than many of the students
from larger, secular schools have.
I thought being from a private,
Christian university, we wouldn't have
the same computer software as larger
schools. Surprisingly, we had more
software and knowledge of various
computer programs than many of the
other colleges and universities.
The conference took place during
the day on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. In the evenings we went
sightseeing and ate at great restaurants
around the D.C. area. I hadn't been to
D.C. in a long time, so it was nice to
see the White House, the Capitol and
all the monuments lit up at night.
I encourage students to visit D.C.
while they are at Liberty. It only takes
about four hours to get there, most
attractions are free, it's very educational, and it's also a great way to
escape from school and Lynchburg.
One of the attractions that really
impressed me was the new Korean War
memorial. Written on the wall of the
memorial were the words, "Freedom is
not free." I thought these were powerful
words because I believe many
Americans have forgotten this. Students
should definitely visit this attraction.
Also, as a side note, the National
Gallery of Art sells prints of famous
paintings for only $1.25. This is great
for students who love artists like
Monet and Renoir but can't afford to
buy large, framed posters.
Overall, the trip was fun, educational and definitely worth getting behind
in my school work and in my job at
the paper.
Even though I got carsick, the group
got lost in the slums of D.C, and I
almost got left behind in the Metro,
visiting D.C. was a great time to get
away from all the pressures at school.
Students, take my advice and do the
same the next time school gels to be
too much.

•
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Making a difference
Psychology Club
helps build home
with local Habitat
for Humanity
By KRIS PATTERSON
Champion Reporter

T

he students involved in the Liberty
University Psychology Club do more
than sit around analyzing each others'
thoughts while delving deep into the theories of Freud and Erickson. The Psych.
Club members also get involved in helping
the Lynchburg community.
Recently, four officers of the club and its
adviser, Dr. Nancy Anderson, volunteered
to help the Habitat for Humanity.
The cliche, "nothing's free these days,"
has been challenged by this nonprofit
Christian organization. Founded in 1976 by
Millard and Linda Fuller, this organization
has built nearly 40,000 homes for families
around the world.
It was a special day for officers Tim
Engle, Miranda Chaffin, Ardra Samuel and
Hassan Thomas. They all agreed it was an
incredible experience and they would love
to do it again.
"We wanted people to know that Liberty
University is involved in the community,"
Hassan, the club's publisher, said.
When the officers reported for duty, it
was a miserable Saturday in downtown
Lynchburg. In good spirits, they walked
along the rows of almost completed houses
to the one they had been assigned to.

photos courtesy of Psychology Club

MAKING DREAMS COME TRUE — Liberty Psychology Club officers, Tim Engle, Miranda Chaffin, Ardra Samuel and Hassan
Thomas, work with a woman to help build her dream home.
Habitat for Humanity volunteers had
already been working at the house for a
week, so they were able to tell the club
members what needed to be done.
"Everyone helped," Ardra stressed.
"You didn't even know their names, and
it didn't matter. Everyone just worked
together."
The woman for whom the house was
being built was also working with them.
All of the officers expressed their appreciation of this.
Tim, the club president, said it was great
to see the woman working to help better
her life. "We saw hard work and results,"
Tun stressed, "not a welfare check from
the government."
Tim also expressed his attitude toward

the other students that day. "It was nice to
see people out of the classroom, in a different setting," he said. "And working with
Dr. Anderson was great! I learned a lot
from her, not just psychology, but working
with her digging and raking."
For the future owner, it was a dream
come true; she and her children were
ecstatic. She said they had already picked
out their rooms and could not wait to
move in.
"People today think that nothing's
free," Ardra said, "but it was encouraging to see that there are still people out
there who care and who aren't doing it
for the money."
The officers worked with a group of volunteers from Washington, D.C. The group

was made up of retirees who follow the
Habitat for Humanity, volunteering and
offering their services wherever they
might be needed.
"It's like following the Grateful Dead,
only they're building houses," Hassan
said of the group.
The officers agreed that working with
people who believed in helping people
get their dream homes was a very
rewarding experience.
"Knowing it was a good cause kept us
going," Ardra said. "It was something we
knew was right."
For any student interested in volunteering, the Lynchburg Habitat for Humanity
is located off of Campbell Avenue on U.S.
Route 29.

More than just a 'dorm mom'
By MICHELLE FANNIN
Opinion Editor

J

udy Brown has been a momaway-from-home to several
hundred Liberty dorm students.
Though her lasagna dinners and
weekend video nights have made
her famous, "Mrs. Brown" is not
the average dorm parent.
At 55 years of age, Judy runs at
the track every night, leads the
choir at Heritage Baptist Church,
volunteers at WorldHelp and still
believes in love at first sight
Love at first sight happened to
Judy when she laid eyes on her
first husband, Carl. She met him at
a sock hop when he asked to
dance. Judy and Carl later married
and had two children. "We had a
wonderful marriage," Judy said.
But tragedy struck when Carl, a
physical education teacher, died of
a heart attack in his 40s. "All of
the sudden I became a single parent when my youngest was 14,"

Judy said. But she never
despaired. "I always knew the
Lord had plans for me — he
doesn't make mistakes."
Part of the Lord's plan for
Judy's life involved Liberty
University. While her son was
attending LU, Judy brought her
daughter to Virginia to tour the
campus and Lynchburg.
Judy and her children were
admiring the puppies in a pet store
at River Ridge Mall when a man
struck up a conversation with her.
They talked and then went their
separate ways. "I didn't think a lot
about it because I lived in
Pennsylvania and be was a professor at LU," Judy said.
However, Clint Brown, former
professor of psychology, was
determined to make Judy remember him. He searched her son's
records at the registrar's office to
find her home phone number.
"For two months we talked on
the phone and wrote each other,"

mm Bfc MigM
Judy said. Then, during Christmas
break, she came to Virginia to visit
him. They were engaged after four
4:
I 8*
months and were married a few
months later.
It was with Clint that Judy started dorm parenting. "I was a part of
the LU wives," Judy said. "That's
J"'W
how I first heard about the dorm
parent program."
•:
K ***r ^^H ^RV
Now, however, Judy parents
her "daughter" dorm on her own.
On Valentine's Day 1993, Clint
died of a heart condition. "Losing
**J
Clint was different than losing
V
Carl," Judy said. "Now my kids
photo courtesy of Betty Mills
are grown up, and I am coping
with loneliness."
MMM-MMM GOOD — Judy Brown has "her daughters"
That may be part of the reason over for her famous lasagna dinners.
Judy never thought about giving
up dorm parenting. "I feel I get as "The main thing that I want the through her husbands' deaths.
"It says that God knows the
much out of it as the girls," Judy girls to understand is that wantplans
He has for us — to prosper
ing
the
Lord's
will
should
be
the
said. "Now that I'm alone, it helps
us
and
not to harm us — to give us
most
important
thing,"
she
said.
fulfill my needs."
hope
and
a future," she said. "I
Judy's
favorite
verse
is
Judy's compassion and inspirwould
like
that verse to be imporJeremiah
29:11,
which
she
says
ing faith have helped her minister
tant
to
these
girls."
she
clung
to
when
she
went
to many of her dorm students.
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Follow the path of the righteous
M

aking the right
decision does
not always mean
making the popular
decision. You choose
every day whether or
not you will do right.
However,
some
may choose to follow f E D
the path of those CUNNINGHAM
beside them, even it
^^mm^m^m^mmB—
the path leads to temptation and destruction.
Making the right choice is not always
easy. Even on the campus of Liberty, you
will sometimes suffer for doing that which
is right in the sight of the Lord.
In 1 Peter 3, Peter recognizes that suffering will come for those who strive to do
right: "For the eyes of the Lord are on the
righteous and his ears are attentive to their

prayer, but the face of the Lord is against
those who do evil. Who is going to harm
you if you are eager to do good? But even if
you should suffer for what isright,you are
blessed" (1 Peter 4:12-14 NIV).
Who is going to harm you if you strive to
do that which is right? It is as though Peter
is saying no one on earth can affect your
decision to do right.
Earlier this year, Dr. James Merritt spoke
to the SLDs about being a spiritual leader.
He used the illustration of a duck, a goose
and an eagle. He asked the question, "What
is the difference between the three?"
His answer was quite simple. Ducks fly
in formation. Geese fly in flocks. Yet an
eagle flies alone. Which do you want to be?
This illustration ties in to what Peter
was talking about. Can you think of any
bird that can bring barm to the eagle? He

• M f l M M M i M M a i ^ ^
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flies alone and high, with no predators to
fear.
Each one of you will choose to do good
on your own, and with your own conscience: "Keeping a clear conscience, so
that those who speak maliciously against
your good behavior in Christ may be
ashamed of their slander. It is better, if it is
God's will, to suffer for doing good than for
doing evil" (1 Peter 3:16-17 NIV).
It is shown here that sufferings will
sometimes come no matter which choice
you make. Is it not better to make a choice
that is pleasing to God's will, instead of
the majority?
Paul gives you the benefits for persevering in the ways of the righteous: "Let us not
become weary in doing good, for at the
proper time we will reap a harvest if we do
not give up. Therefore, as we have opportu-
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nity, let us do good to all people, especially to those who belong to the family
of believers" (Galatians 6:9-10 NIV).
Doing that which is right often means a
harvest awaits you in the end. Paul uses
the analogy of a harvest because the
planting and maintaining of a field is
often difficult, but pays off in the end.
Noah was not popular when he decided
to spend years building an ark for no
apparent reason. But one day, his harvest
came when the rain began to fall.
Christ made decisions that were often
unpopular, but right. When he declared
himself to be the Son of God, many
laughed. Yet, when they saw an empty
tomb, many questioned their laughter.
Never apologize for the right choices
you make. Stand behind what the Lord
sees as righteous.
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TAKE 1 5 % OFF
THE BASICS AT •

i
i
i

AMERICAN EAGLE

OUTFITTERS

Finally,
you worft mind
being

Enjoy the Perfect Clothes for the Perfect Day w Present this certifi- [
cote to save 15% off any purchase at American Eagle Outfitters |
when you use your Visa' cord. With over 270 stores across the l
country, American Eagle Outfitters provides durahle, top-quality j
clothing, and your satisfaction is guaranteed. Offer valid August 1, !
1995, through January 3 1 , 1 9 9 6 .
Terms and conditions: Certificate redemption is solelv the responsibility of
American Eagle Outfitters, Inc. Offer valid for 15°<i off the basics from August 1,
] 995, through January 31,1996. Offer valid only when you pay with your Visa J
card. Certificate is valid for one use. One certificate per customer. Not valid with
any other promotional offer. Redeem certificate at time of purchase at any participating American Eagle Outfitters retail location. Ceitificote is not redeemable for
cash. Not valid toward any previously purchased merchandise, loyaway, and/or I
merchandise certificotes. No reproductions allowed. Void
where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law. Applicable
taxes must be paid by bearer. Only redeemable in the
U.S. Cash volue 1/100 cent. Note lo employees:
| Authorization code No. 8.

GET 15% OFF
OFFICIAL NFL GEAR, i
Use your Visa" card-the Official
TM Card of the NFL—and save 15%
on ony regularly priced purchase of NFL Pro Line'" or other NFL
products from the Official NFL Catalog. Wear whot the pros wear
on the field, in practice, and on the sidelines-NFL Pro Line. Take
your pick of jerseys, jackets, caps, T-shirts, and more from all 30
NFL teams. All our quality NFL merchandise is backed by a 60-day
guarantee. Call 1-800-NFL-GIFT (1-800-635-4438) for your free
catalog or to place an order. Please mention Source Code 001597.
Offer valid September 1,1995, through December 3 1 , 1 9 9 5 .
E N T I C

'
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Terms and conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of
NFL Properties. Offer valid September 1, 1995, through December 31, 1995.
Offer valid only when you poy with your Visa* card. To request your free catalog
or to redeem this certificate by phone: call 1-800-NFL-GIFT (1-800-635-4438)
ond mention Source Code 001597. Limit one certificate per household. Certificate
is not redeemable for cash and is not valid with ony
======,
other certificate or discount No reproductions
FEHF^
allowed. Void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by
law. Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer. Only
redeemable in the U.S. Cash value 1/100 cent.

^ * _ i TAKE $10
Got the real stuff f i r s t / OFF YOUR PURCHASE
OF $ 3 5 OR MORE AT CHAMPS SPORTS
Save $10 on your purchase of $35 or more when you use your
Visa® card at Chomps Sports. They have all the top-name sports
stuff you want before you even know you want it. The latest
clothes. The latest shoes. The latest equipment. So when you
want to see what's next, come to Champs Sports first. For the
store nearest you, call 1-800-TO-BE-1ST (1-800-862-3178).
Offer valid August 1,1995, through December 3 1 , 1 9 9 5 .
Terms and conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of
Champs Sports. Offer valid August 1,1995, through December 31,1995. Offer
valid only when you pay with your Visa* card. Present this certificate at any
Champs Sports in the U.S. to receive $10 off a merchandise purchase of $35 or
more. Non-sale merchandise only. Certificate must be presented at time of putchase and cannot be used in conjunction with any other certificate or discount
offers. Not redeemable for cash. Limit one per customer. Certificate is not transferable. Void if copied ond where prohibited, taxed, or
restricted by law. Applicable taxes must be paid by
bearer. Manager key code 06. For the store nearest
you, call 1-800-TO-BE-1ST (1-800-862-3178). Only
redeemable in the U.S. Cash value 1/100 cent.

VISA
4000

MOO i c 3 ^ 5bl8
A. HELtOF
•VISA
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SAVE 15%
ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE AT

for a change PIER 11MPORTS
Take 15% off your total purchase of all regular-priced items when
you use your Visa® card at Pier 1. Your room or apartment could
use a few changes. You could use a good deal. Pier 1 can supply
both. Offer valid from January 1,1996, through June 3 0 , 1 9 9 6
I Terms and conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of
' Pier 1 Imports. Offer valid from January 1,1996, through June 30,1996. Offer
valid for a one-time purchase only. Offer valid on regular-priced merchandise only
and excludes clearance and sale items, delivery, and other service charges.
Certificate must be redeemed at time of purchose. Offer does not opply to prior
purchases and cannot be used to purchase gift certificates. Good only for purchase
of products indicated. Any ofher use constitutes fraud. Certificate is not valid in
combination with any other certificate, coupon, or discount. Certificate is valid at
all Pier 1 company stores and participating franchise stores. Void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law. Offer valid only when r — ^ M '
you pay with your Visa"' card. Applicable taxes must
j VISA
be paid by bearer. Only redeemable in the U.S. Cash
value l/100cent.

SAVE $ 2

I

ON ANY PURCHASE OF

5 OR MORE AT
OSTON MARKET

Now, w/i^uyoH K#j/ou/~ V/a^® £ # ^

Use or show your Visa*1 card and present this certificate at any
Boston Market"" or Boston Chicken'" location to save $2 on any
purchase of $5 or more. Come in soon and try the rotisserie-roasted chicken or turkey, double-glazed ham, or double-sauced meat
loaf...and don't forget the freshly prepared sandwiches and side
dishes. Offer valid September 1,1995, through November 26,
1995.
Terms and conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of
Boston Market. Offer valid September 1,1995 through November 26, 1995.
Offer valid only when you use or show your Visa" card. Present this certificate with
youi Visa cure) ot time of purchase at any participating Boston Market oi Boston
Chicken location. Only one certificate pei visit. Any othei use constitutes fiaud.
Certificate is not redeemable foi cosh and is not valid with any other certificate or
special offer. Certificate not redeemable for alcoholic beveiages, tobacco, oi dairy
products. No cash refund. Noreproductionsallowed.
Void where prohibited, taxed, oi restricted by law.
Applicable loxes must be paid by beuiei Only
redeemable in the U.S. Cosh value 1/20 cent.

:CAME10FGET$3OFF!

WS4

^iHHSSE^
It's everywhere you want to be!
.

.4 U S A IriC IWS

Visa Kewaidj. is 0 WfVlCJ mark oj Visa Intel ndtiunal Sgl via AU04 laiiun

! <^^s^saasm

ANY CAMELOT MUSIC |

i CD OR AUDIO CASSETTE PRICED AT $ 9 . 9 9 OR MORE i
Use your Visa" card to take $3 off of any CD or audio cassette J
priced $9.99 or more at Camelot Music. Limit two selections pei |
certificate. Pick the music and save when you use youi Visa" i
card. Offer valid August 1,1995 through January 3 1 , 1 9 9 6 .
I
Terms and conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of
Camelot Music. Offer valid Auyusl 1, 1995, through Junuoiy 31, 1996 ' mil
two selections pei certificate. Not vulid with any other olfei oi d'iscouiJ Jffei
excludes sole-piiced meichundise. Offer valid only when you poy witii youi Visa
cuid. Redeem certificate ol lime of purchase ul any puiliciputing Camelot Music
leluil locution. No reproductions allowed Void where
prohibited, tod, oi restricted by luw. Applicable luxes
must be puid by beoiei. Only ledeeinuble in the U.S.
Cush value 1/100 cent.
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Big South releases poll
for women's basketball
By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

A bid to the NCAA women's basketball tournament is at stake for the
third consecutive season in the Big
South Conference. That bid will be
fought for by Liberty and the rest of
the Big South Conference's women's
basketball squads.
The Lady Highlanders of Radford
are looking to make their third consecutive trip to the women's waltz, but it
won't be easy. The Lady Spartans of
UNC Greensboro are nipping at
Radford's heels for the chance to go to
the tournament.
In a recent Big South Conference
poll of coaches and sports information
directors, the Lady Spartans were chosen as favorites to take that trip to the
tourney. Radford was a close second.
Therestof the teams were ranked in
this order UMBC, UNC Asheville,
Coastal Carolina, Liberty, Charleston
Southern and Winthrop.
UNCGreturns11 players from last
season, including all five starters.
Head Coach Lynne Agee is only six
wins away from 350 for her career.
Seniors Alissa and Julie Mooreboth
took home All-Big South honors last
year and are expected to lead the team
again this season.
Defending Big South champ,
Radford is poised to take home its
third straight trip to the Big Dance and
seventh straight Big South title.
Radford,returnsonly six players from
last year. Dede Logemann and Lisa
Howard will need to match their AllBig South performances of a year ago
if Radford is to take the title.
UMBC plays defense. That is the
label they acquired last year. This season, Head Coach Kathy Solano wants
to turn up the pace on offense. If they
are to do that, they will need solid play
from their backcourt of Kendra
Damann and Tori Moten.
UNC Asheville looks to have its
... ...;. ;..;-•:
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photo by Takuml Suakl

BLOCKERS — Diane Breinig and Stacy Collier go up for a stuff against UMBC on Oct. 27.

Volleyball hijacks Lady
Highlanders at Vines
By BEN DONAHUE
Champion Reporter

A healthy dose of kills and
intense play helped the Liberty
women's volleyball team take
three out of four games from
Radford Saturday, Nov. 4.
photo by D«w Dtnhlmer
LU won the first game 15-1, lost
DRIBBLING THROUGH — The Lady Flames lost to Fort
the
second 12-15 and won the final
Bragg AAU 72-60 in their first exhibition game Friday night.
two 15-12 and 15-9.
best season ever, according to Head look for guard Genie Stinnett to fill
The games were dominated by
Coach Ray Ingram. If Ingram is cor- the sneakers of LU's all-time lead- Liberty's front line. Sophomores
rect, he will have to turn this team ing scorer Ginny Holloway.
Leeana Miller and Stacy Collier
around with only two returning
Charleston Southern hung led Liberty with 16 combined kills
starters from last season.
around in almost all of their losses apiece'in the four games. SophTameka Tender will be the focal last season. The team lost eight omore Latisha Brewer had 11 total
point in Coastal Carolina's chase at games by 10 points or less. They kills, and Senior Diane Breinig had
the crown. Tender led the Chants in are hoping that is something to 10. In all, Liberty had 60 kills durboth scoring andreboundinglast sea- build on this season.
ing the four games while Radford
son. Coastal Carolina will need good
Winthrop, like Liberty, is a team had 53. Miller also led the Flames
production out of guard Deana Motta with a lot of young talent Eight of its with 18 digs while Brewer and
Liberty needs to beat the injury bug. players are either freshmen or sopho- Freshman Christ! Cherry had 12.
Last season, injuries forced Head mores. Still, four starters from last sea"Radford wasn't as tough as we
Coach Rick Reeves into playing son return.
expected," Collier said. "I don't
young freshmen and sophomores who
These eight teams will have to know if our level of play was that
weren't quite ready to be tossed into battle it out on the court before they great or if they just didn't play
thefire.The experience they acquired travel to Radford to play in the Big well. It was a major blessing, howwill help a lot This is a team that will South Conference tournament to ever. We really came together and
fight forrespectabilityin 1995-96 and see which team will make the trip to played well. This was a much
a championship in 1996-97. LU will the NCAA women's tournament.
needed win because now we get to
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PLAY any game of

i......

your choice F R E E

Nov. 11, football vs. Georgia
Southern, noon
Nov. 11, basketball vs. Croatian
Nationals (exhibition), 7:30 p.rri.
••-..*.- • M . H

*
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a very valuable asset to the team."
The Flames' next opponent is
Virginia Commonwealth University, Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Vines Center. This will be the final
game of the regular season.
LU will travel to UNC
Greensboro for the Big South
Conference Tournament Nov. 9-11.
With the tournament fast
approaching, the team is very optimistic about its chances.
"Our goal is to peak at tournament time," said Collier. "This
season has been a little disappointing to the team, but we feel we
want to accomplish something in
Greensboro. If we give glory to
God and give our all, we should do
all right."

J g f t t m g g RESTAUR ANT j r f v j F S ^ k
HWY 460 E. (10 Mins. from town) • Lynchburg

993-2475
DINE BY THE LAKE ON GREAT STEAKS!
Seafood & Gourmet Salad Bar
(Deck Dinning)

FREE desert for birthdays or anniversaries

7TT7< ~~

es Games '"MIWBOGGLE"
Nov. 9-ll,v-ball at B.S. Tourney
••••••—

go into the tournament playing the
No. 2 seed instead of the No. 1
seed. God definitely had his hand
on this victory."
As the high-kill number helped
defeat Radford, sophomore Ashley
Fletcher was certainly the key with
48 assists in the series. Fletcher
added to her assist total by also
leading the Flames with five service aces. Her play in getting the
outside hitters a good-look chance
for a kill has been impressive to her
fellow teammates.
"Ashley is an excellent setter—
the best I've ever played with,"
freshman Joanna Michalskisaid.
"We don't get her very good passes
a lot of times, but she does a great
job in creating things herself. She's

i l W M

with this coupon.
50 cent value

. « w

All You Can Eat!
Chick-fil-A Sandwiches

Mindboggle
Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall
($.50 value, with coupon limit one par person per day)
Exp:11-30-95 Sun. - Thurs. only

Baskin (//) Robbins
HOW CAN YOU TOP THIS?
Try the following:
[BUY ONE,"!
1. Sardines
! 2-SCOOP
! SUNDAE...
|GET1
'FREE
i
i
i

2. Pepperoni
3. Garlic
4. Used Motor
Oil
If you bring them
in, you can put
them on too.

Amherst Highway
Madison Heights
at Super Video
or
3227 Old Forest Rd.
Lynchburg
Expires: 11-30-95
PLU 1906
. . • C O U P O N Mi

• AUTOMOBILE
• FOUR-WHEEL A L I G N M E N T
M E C H A N I C A L WORK O N
ALL MAKES A N D MODELS!

FREE TOWING

29 SOUTH EXIT
RIGHT OFF BACK
ENTRANCE OF
CAMPUS!
TEL. 237-1111

FOR STUDENTS AND
FACULTY WHO HAVE
MECHANICAL
PROBLEMS*

•

Number ol
Sandwiches

Chick-fil-A
ALL YOU CAN EAT
SANDWICHES $1.69 EACH River Ridge Mall & Drive Thru
Exp. 11-25-95
Closed Sundays
WITH THIS COUPON
Coupon not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit.

FINE QUALITY DIAMONDS.
A CUT ABOVE THE REST

•IF DOLL-UP SHOP DOES THE REPAIR

PLU -1906
_

I

(We reserve the right to be grossed out)

10% Discount*

• J.Crew

Get comfortable.

Tis The Season
For Hiring <

The Arizona

On-Call Order Consultants at J. Crew
We Offer...
* $6.05 per hour after training
* 40% discount on J.Crew, CW and
Popular Club Merchandise
* Friendly atmosphere
* The ability to set your own hours
* Possibility for re-employment
during future peak season
If you have...
* CRT or typing skills of 20 WPM
* Pleasant telephone voice
* Availability to include
Saturday or Sunday shift

Then give us a call today

804-384-6700
J.Crew • ONE IVY CRESENT • LYNCHBURG, VA 24506

BIRKENSTOCK
The original comfort shoer
CCH

/^T*\

DREAM
"Jeel

LEATHER
<the

Difference

• N o * thru Christmas w/valid LU Id.

River
Ridge Mall
237-1515

Quality

Makes"

Diamonds of fine quality have a sparkle all their own. The more
perfectly and precisely the facets are cut on a diamond, the greater
the amount or light that passes through it. And the more brilliant
the results. But cut is ]ust one of the things to look for when selectinga diamond.
The quality of a diamond also depends on its Color, Clarity and
Carat-weight. Together, they're known as the 4C's, the important
characteristics that give a diamond its value and rare beauty. And to
understand each of the 4C's is to understand the difference between
diamonds.
Color refers to the different gradations from exceptional white
to yellowish. Clarity is the degree to which a diamond is free of
interior and exterior flaws. Finally, there is Carat-weight, the size of
the diamond.
Fine quality diamonds simply look better. Let us show you our
wide selection of fine quality diamond jewelry in settings designed
to enhance the diamond. You'll discover the difference quality makes.
LU. Students and Faculty take an additional 10% off sale prices
with presentation of school 1.1).

Jewel Box
• J The Most For Your Money.
River Ridge Mull • Lynchburg, VA 24502-2216 • (804) 237-5211
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Green visits alma mater
By JOSH HOWE
Champion Reporter

Homecoming
weekend is
always an opportunity for Liberty
alumni to visit their old stomping
grounds. On
Homecoming,
former Liberty tight end and current Miami Dolphin Eric Green
took advantage of that opportunity and attended Liberty's
Homecoming game.
The Dolphins were in action that
weekend against the Jets, but
because of a knee injury Green
suffered against the New Orleans
Saints the week before, he was
physically inactive. The knee
injury will sideline Green for
between four and six weeks.
Green is optimistic about his
progress. "My knee is feeling
well. I'm up walking around. It's
a rehabilitation process that I am
just taking one day at a time, and
hopefully I can get back on the
field," Green said.

Green was signed by Miami this
past off-season. He began his
career with Pittsburgh, where he
established himself as one of the
best tight ends in football, after
being named to the Pro-Bowl. So
far, the transition to Miami has
gone well.
"The adjusting process in coming from Pittsburgh to Miami has
been just great and smooth. The
guys there are a great group of
guys to play with," Green said.
Green spent the past four seasons in the league with the
Pittsburgh Steelers. Last season,
he caught 46 passes for the
Steelers with quarterback Neil
O'Donnell under center.
However, after becoming a free
agent, Green received a chance to
catch the ball from one of the
greatest quarterbacks of all time,
Dan Marino. That was hard to
pass up.
Green put his reason for going
to Miami quite simply. "They've

got Dan Marino. Dan Marino is a
quarterback I've always wanted to
play with in my career," he said.
Before Green arrived in Miami,
the tight end spot was anchored by
All-Pro Keith Jackson, who was
traded to the Green Bay Packers
when Green arrived.
Now the Dolphins not only have
a great target through the air, but
also Green's 280-pound body,
which is key for the offensive line
when the Dolphins decide to grind
out the rushing yards.
After leaving a team loaded
with tradition, Green walks into
the middle of another record book;
only this time, he is determined to
make a bigger mark around the
league on the football field.
"I want to carve a niche into the
NFL for Eric Green and just try to
win a Superbowl with the
Dolphins," Green said. With Dan
Marino healthy, that certainly is
not out of the question for Green
and the Dolphins.

Flames Football game
preview
Liberty vs.
WERTY No. 22 Georgia Southern
Saturday, Nov. 11
(7-2)

Series: GSU leads 1-0
Last Meeting: GSU 48-11
Game Time: Noon
Place: Williams Stadium
Believe it or not, there is a huge game at Williams
Stadium. If the Flames beat Georgia Southern, odds
are they will goto the playoffs. If they lose, the future
looks bleak.
LU will still have to beat Western Kentucky the following week, but LU Head Coach Sam Rutigliano
doesn't think that will be too much of a problem. "If
we beat Georgia Southern, line tip Western Kentucky,
and we'll play a double-header at 6 o'clock,"
Rutigliano said.
Beating Georgia Southern will be no easy task. The
•••••••••
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Eagles are currently ranked No. 22 in the Sports
Network Division 1-AA Poll (sitf page 11). Georgia
Southern runs the ball effectively. In their 27-20 win
over Purman on Saturday, the Eagles accumulated
295 of their 327 total yards on the ground. Most of
the damage was done by quarterback Charles
Bostick, who1 carried the ball 31 times for 132 yards
and two touchdowns.
Georgia Southern will be running into a red-hot
Liberty defense The Flames held Hampton's running
game in check Saturday. Defensive ends Rodney
Degrate and Herman Calloway wefe exceptional in
the Flames' 28-14 win.
IA J's defense allowed Only one touchdown against
Hampton, and that came on HU'sor>emng drive. LU's
defense will be key to a Flames victory.
"Alt the marbles are on the table " Rutigliano said
of the Georgia Southern game.

.

Dallas to dethrone San Fran
they face a Green Bay team that has this one. Kansas City has had a rough
scorched opponents through the air. time in recent meetings against the
Champion Reporter
Brett Farve will eliminate intercep- Lightning Bolts. The tide turns on the
Here are your picks for week 11 in tions, and the Packers will win. coast on this Sunday. Chiefs by 6.
Packers by 4.
Oakland at New York Giants:
die National Football League.
Raiders feature a line-up that right
Atlanta at Buffalo: Both teams are Cincinnati at Houston: The queswithin striking distance of first place. tion is will both teams show up to now could beat the Giants with
A healthy Thurman Thomas will play play this weekend? Offensively, ancient backup quarterback Vince
key for Buffalo as it hies to fill the these teams bring weapons that have Evans starting. The nitro-powered
void in the passing game. The all the makings for a competitive Raider offense rolls. Raiders by 10.
Falcons, ranked 24th in defense, will game. Jeff Blake brings die league's Minnesota at Arizona: ConsisNo. 1 passing game, along with big tency — a word that does not show
have a major task. Bills by 5.
Carolina at St. Louis: Get ready for play wideouts Darnay Scott and Carl up in either of these teams' vocaburound two of the newly formed NFC Pickens. The Oilers counter with two laries. The Vikings win this one on
West rival. Turnovers plagued the of the league's top defensive backs in the flip of a coin. Cardinals by 3.
Panthers in Death Valley, and every- Chris Dishman and Daryll Lewis, New England at Miami: Look for
thing the Rams did went their way. along with the third-best defense offensive fireworks in mis matchup,
but look for them to come only from
Carolina has started to get the chem- against the pass. Bengals by 2.
istry fans expected to see earlier in Indianapolis at New Orleans: A the Dolphins. A hapless Patriot squad
the season with Kerry Collins living couple of midseason upsets have gets humiliated by another division
up to No. 1 pick expectations. people taking a second look at the rival. Dolphins by 11.
Panthers play it much closer the sec- Saints. The Colt defense must shut San Francisco at Dallas: This is (lie
down running back Mario Bates, the showdown everyone has been waitond time around. Rams by 3.
Chicago at Green Bay: A victory on man that blitzed the Niners for 100- ing for. Dallas will send the message
the road for the Bears could edge plus yards. Jim Harbaugh and com- that the 49er parade is coming to an
them away from the pack. The big pany will erase any hope Saints fans end. Regardless of Deion Sanders,
Ae Cowboys are me best team in the
problem for Chicago, though, is that had been having. Colts by 7.
die Bears bring to town the fifth- Kansas City at San Diego: The league. The Niners need Steve
worst defense against the pass and Chargers could play division-saver in Young to hang in mis one. Cowboys

By JOSH HOWE
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SCRIMMAGE — The LU lacrosse club team goes through
some drills Sunday on the Intramural field.
Mon.-Thur. 11:00 A.M.-10:00 P.M.
Fri.-Sat. 11:00 A.M.-10:30 P.M.
Sun. 11:30 A.M.-9:30 P.M.

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY

2404 Wards Road
Lynchburg, Va. 24502

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN

^PK?

Daily SpecialServed with Fried Rice
and Egg Roll
$3.95

Lunch Special11:00A.M.-2:30P.M.
Served with Fried Rice,
Chicken Wing, Crab Rangoon

$3.45
i—

i1 Free drink w/
~.
i Dinner or Lunch
i w/ this coupon
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looking for I
! volunteers to £ ©
tell us how
you think we
should do our
job. If you
love to tell
"•"S
[people your
prunions and
Noughts, then
(you're the
|person we are m *
looking for!

by 9.
Seattle at Jacksonville: Dennis
Erickson's return to Florida will not
be a pleasant one. Jaguars by 4.
Tampa Bay at Detroit: Detroit
needs mis game. Scott Mitchell
gets the job done at home. Look for
me passing, not the running, game
of Detroit to be me difference.
Lions by 3.
Denver at Philadelphia (Sunday
night): Bom the Broncos and the
Eagles are looking to slip into me
postseason. John Elway brings with
him the league's No. 3 offense and
has a major task to get past the second best defense in me league.
Denver has played well under me
lights mis season, beating bom
Buffalo and Oakland in night games.
Broncos by 7.
Cleveland at Pittsburgh (Monday
night): Steelers must get to me
quarterback to have a chance at a
victory Monday night A young
Eric Zeier can be rattled. The long
ball for Cleveland with deep threat
Andre Rison will be me difference.
Browns by 6.

FREE TOWING
For Students and Faculty
Who Have Accidents or
Mechanical Problems*
*If River Ridge Auto Body Does the Repairs

PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED T E C H N I C I A N S
N E W T E C H N O L O G Y FRAME M A C H I N E S
E U R O P E A N D O W N - D R A F T PAINT BOOTHS
SPECIALIZING IN M e r c e d e s - B e n z
computerized insurance estimating

237-3111

29 SOUTH, RIGHT OFF THE BACK ENTRANCE OF CAMPUS FAX (804) 237-1337

ITALIAN GRILLE
Home of the L.U.A.A

iterested?
v. ilil

2

Tim at

582-2124

2731 Wards Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502

239-6470
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Sam supports Virginia
football conference
By JOSH COOLEY
Champion Reporter

Liberty Head Football Coach Sam
Rutigliano likes Ohio. He coached
the NFL's Cleveland Browns from
1978-83. However, he wouldn't mind
if he never crossed that state line
again with a Flames football squad.
In fact, he'd like to throw out a few
more places — places like Idaho,
Maine, Georgia and New York — all
just some of the places the Flames
have been forced to travel because
the program is orphaned, without a
conference home.
"Like everything else in this country, particularly college athletics on
the Division 1-AA level, everything
comes down to economics,"
Rutigliano said.
And economics say that Liberty's
football team can't keep making long
treks across the country.
Six Virginia colleges — Liberty,
Hampton, VMI, JMU, Richmond and
William & Mary (plus Norfolk State
in 1997) — own Division 1-AA football programs, but it's a rarity to see
Liberty play any two of these schools
in the same season.
Instead, the Flames have traveled
to places like the University of
Central Florida, Delaware State and
Hofstra (N.Y.) this year alone. The
trip to Hofstra alone cost the program
$27,000, according to Rutigliano.
So what's being done to construct a
conference that looks to be ideal for
Virginia's 1-AA schools?
Not much. Richmond, JMU and
William & Mary are already affiliated with the Yankee Conference; VMI

belongs to the Southern Conference;
and Hampton belongs to the
Mideastern Atlantic Conference.
However, Rutigliano sees hope.
"People are getting a wake-up call
that economics are a big part of
Division 1-AA football."
Rutigliano believes playing instate programs would not only

Sam Rutigliano
Liberty Head Football Coach
severely cut down travel costs, but
also bolster gate receipts. For
instance, Hampton, which played
Liberty last Saturday, requested 3,000
tickets for its fans. When North
Carolina A & T came to Lynchburg in
1993, Aggie fans poured into
Williams Stadium at a rate that surprised Liberty.
"We played Youngstown State here
— they were undefeated — and we
did not draw anybody," Rutigliano
said. "We played Southeast Missouri
State — undefeated and on their way
to the playoffs — nobody came. We
play JMU at City Stadium or here —
the place is packed."
Rutigliano wants to get rid of the

Harris teeter

long drives, expensive plane tickets
and costly meals. The football office
has to turn down 10-12 offers a year,
according to the coach, because the
schools are too far away. Rather, surveying what Virginia's schools have
to offer, Rutigliano sees a core of
Liberty, Richmond, JMU, VMI and
William & Mary as an ideal start to a
Virginia football conference.
"We could run this program for 70
to 80 percent less than we're operating rightnow," he said.
"That, to me, is a pretty interesting
economic statement. I would say, if
we play six road games, we have
averaged over $100,000 a year on
(travel) costs."
Outrageous bills aren't the only
worry on Liberty's list, though.
"Number one, we spend all our
time on the road," Rutigliano said.
"We are three or four weeks absent
from Lynchburg. We can't keep the
interest up in the community. Our
kids are college kids. They miss
two and three days in a row. Plus
the fact that we basically have to
go 9-2 or 10-1 just to be considered
for the playoffs."
Rutigliano disregards the notion
that restricting the program to playing
mainly Virginia schools in an in-state
conference would hinder visibility of
the program and recruiting efforts.
"If you start playing VMI and
William & Mary and James Madison,
I think, for kids in Lynchburg and
Virginia, it will be that much more
fun to go to Liberty," he said.
"Everything about it is good, starting from finances to competition to
gate receipts to recruiting in-state."

THE BEST HOLIDAY MEALS
START WITH US!

Harris Teeter

^ Ice
Cream
1/2 gal.

Selected Varieties
Del Monte
2/409

Pineapple 15.25 oz. m

Harris Teeter Real
Chocolate

Chips

12 oz.

Red

eedless

Grapes

39

1 -AA Top 25 poll
1. McNeese State
2. Appalachian St
3. Troy State
4. Delaware
5. EJCentticky
6. S.P. Austin
7. Marshall
8. Murray St.
9. Hofstra

Record
PR
1
8-0-0
2
8-0-0
9-0-0 •:,.:, 4
5
8-0-0
7-1-0
6
:
3
7-1-0
7
6V2-0
8-0-0 '•: 8
9
9-0-0

10. Montana
11. N, Iowa ;
12* Southern
13. N. Arizona
14. Florida A&M
15.EJUinois
16. Richmond
17. Indiana St.
IS.Wm.&Mary
19, Jackson St,

6-2-0
6-2-0
7-1-0
7-2-0
7-1-0
7-14).
6-1-1
7-2-0
6-3-0
6-2-0

10
11
12
16
17
18
19
22
20

20; Noithw'sra(La ••) 6-3-0
14
21. James Madison 6-3-0
1$
22. Georgia S'thm 5-3-0
13
23. Rhode Island 6-2-0
NR
24. Boise St
5-3-0
25
25. Connecticut
6-2-0
21
Others Receiving Votes: Princeton,
Liberty, Furman, Jacksonville Statej
Hampton, Central Flor-ida, Idaho,
Idaho State. Middle Tenriesee St

::23-

Sweet
Juicy

4/f

Tangerines,

^
Iff

10

Red, Gold Eastern Or

Rome|

Apples,

FREE TK AVF.I.! SPRING BREAK '961
Have fun in Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida, Padre. Guaranteed Lowest Prices
Around. Organize Group Travel Freel
Call for Free Information Packet!
SUN SPLASH TOURS
1-800-426-7710

449

3 lb. bag

Bagels
FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

REST PART-TIME JOB IN
I.YNCHBURO.
Telemarketers needed, excellent wages.
Up to $7.75 per hr. Plan your own schedule, inin. 3 days, $6.00 nun., 4 days,
$7.00 per hr. Transportation available,
van leaves DeMoss Bid., 5:10 daily.
Great hours for students. Mon-Fri, 5:30 to
9pm, Sat, 10am to 2pm.
Call 582-1583 or 582-1587.
B&B Presentations, 523 Leesville Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502

m^

Sara Lee

CLASSIFIEDS
ADVERTISING &
MARKETING MAJORS:
Hi-tech Advertising Sales.
Business to business.
Internet/WWW
related. 10-15 hours/week minimum. Comprehensive Training
provided. Reliable transportation
req'd. Laptop computer
helpful. Compensation approx.
$115 to $345/week. Exceptional
resume builder. Call U.Connect
for Application/interview at
1-800-587-9255.

88*

A R E YOU
L O O K I N G FOR
A NICE H O U S E ?
Priced under appraisal.
$55,900.
540-297-2318 after 6 p.m.

EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH FOUNDATION
ARM PATCH STUDY: Males & females,
age 18-69. 14-15 visits over 5 wks.Study
visits: 11/06/95 - 11/17/95 (M- F) 2 week
rest. Last visits 12/4/95-12/7/95 between the
hours 12-2. STUDY PAYS $80.
•FUNGUS STUDY: Males & females, age 12
or older with a skin condition known as Tinea
Versicolor (noncontagious fungus that spots
the skin in the summer time). 5 visits over
31 days. STUDY PAYS $75.
•URGENTLY NEEDED-ATHLETE'S
FOOT STUDY: Males & females, age 12 &
over with athlete's foot Four visits over 6
weeks. STUDY PAYS $60.

Great Weekly Special!

Soft Drink Feature

100% Pure

2 Liter

SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS-VISITORS.

•SHAVE STUDY: Males, age 18-69 who are
willing to use a deodorant and aftershave gel
daily for 21 days. Study visits on lues: 11/28,
12/5, 12/12, 12/19/95 between 4:30-6 pm.
STUDY PAYS $40.
•ATOPIC DERMATITIS STUDY (Eczema,
red, irritated skin): Males & females, age
7-16 with moderate to severe atopic dermatitis. 8 visits over a 5 week period.
STUDY PAYS $120.

DV-1 Greencard Program, by U.S.
Immigration. Legal Services.
Tel (818 ) 772-7168. #20231 Stagg St..
CanogaPark,CA91306.

YOU CAN PASS
PHILOSOPHY
CALL SPEECH / PHILOSOPHY
DEANS LIST STUDENT TUTOR
LIBBY (804) 927-7935 $5/hr.

•COSMETIC STUDY: Females, ages 18-45
to test a cosmetic. Study visits:
Tues: 11/21/95, 12/12/95, 1/9/96 between
3:30-5:30 pm. STUDY PAYS $40.
•COSMETIC STUDY: Females, age 18-55 to
test mascara. 5 visits over 28 days. Study
Visits: Tues. 11/14/95, Tues. 11/21/95, Tues.
11/28/95, Tues. 12/5/95, Mon. 12/11/95
between 4:30-7:30pm. STUDY PAYS $50.

»** FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Find out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS
OF CASH with America's #1 Spring
Break Company! Sell ouly 15 trips and
travel free! Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 95-BREAK

PSORIASIS STUDY: Males & females,
Ages 21-65 who liave been diagnosed with
psoriasis and have a current active case.
Females of childbearing potential are
excluded from this study. 9 visits over
a 12 week period. STUDY PAYS $200

WANTED!!!
Individuals, Student
Organizations to Promote
SPRING BREAK Earn MONEY
and FREE TRIPS CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
http://www.icpt.com
1-800-327-6013

• CORN STUDY: UPCOMING Males &
Females, age 18 & over with a hard com on
tup of 2nd, 3rd, 4tli, or 5th toe. Only 3 visits
over 3 days. STUDY PAYS $35

To Place a
Classified
Ad

the

Imm

Harris Teeter Coke Or Diet
Coke

ill

.1* vilJUi

Davis

• FEMALE HYGIENE STUDY: Females,
age 18-65 to test feminine hygiene product.
3 Visits over a 28-day period.
STUDY PAYS $45

Kj
ft

Cool Mint
Listerine

at
xt 2128,

2602 Langliorue Rd.
(Across from EC. Glass)
Lynchburg, VA
847-5695

on

fBlmpus
Call

I©

hi

t

Toothpaste _ 4.6 OZ.

Harris Teeter
Grapefruit

Philadelphia
Cream

Cheese

Reg. Or

8oz.

JUICe

p..nr
Ruby Red

99
^^^
4 7 7

64 oz. I

Prices in This Ad Effective Tuesday, November 7, Through Tuesday, November 14, 1995 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.
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LU runs streak to 4
Liberty (72) combined a
Sports Editor
-dominant
defense and a relentless rushing attack to
defeat Hampton (6-3) 28-14 Saturday at
Williams Field in front of a crowd of 6,355.
The win was LU's fourth straight.
LU took the wind out of the Pirates' sails
by taking away their two biggest offensive
weapons. LU limited running back Tyrone
Mayer to only 46 yards rushing. The Flames
also did not allow the Pirates big-play
receiver Mike Jenkins to catch a ball the
entire game.
Mayer came into the contest averaging 106
yards per game. Jenkins had averaged over
seven catches per game and almost 100 yards
per game receiving.
"The real keys to the game were very simple. (Mayer) had 46 yards, and (Jenkins) didn't catch a ball, and that was basically our
thrust defensively," LU Head Coach Sam
Rutigliano said.
The game's outcome was in question going
into the fourth quarter. With 12:26 remaining
in the ballgame, Hampton ran back a 27-yard
Lawrence Worthington fumble for a touchdown. The fumble appeared to be caused by
the ground, but the officials ruled that it wasn't. That made the score 21-14 Liberty.
Andrew McFadden re-turned the ensuing
kickoff 44 yards to midfield, where Liberty
took over. The Flames marched 51 yards on
eight plays for the insurance touchdown. The
drive was capped by Worthington's leap of
two yards over the defensive line. It was his
second touchdown of the afternoon.
"The big period was when we fumbled the
ball and took the ball down and scored. That
was a big-league drive," Rutigliano said.
LU compiled most of its offense on the
ground.
JT. Morris rolled up 115 yards on the
photo by Jtrcmy Akxander
ground on 31 carries and a touchdown.
IT'S A BIRD, IT'S A PLANE — LU wide receiver Tony Covington fights off a
Morris' backfield counterpart, Worthing-ton,
Hampton University defender during Saturday's game at Williams Stadium. The had 93 yards on 21 carries, to accompany his
Flames ended the game with a 28-14 win over the Pirates. LU's win moves the two Touchdown runs.
team one step closer to capturing its first playoff appearance.
'Those two big backs were finishing runs.
By RICH MACLONE

Women lose in first
round of tourney
By TOM INKEL
Cliampjon Reporter

The Lady Flames soccer team lost to the
third-seeded University of Marylarrf-Balomore
County 2-0 last Thursday. Nov. % in Liberty's
first-round game of the Big South Conference
tournament in Greensboro, N.C.
The close outcome was a surprise to marry,
considering the blowouts UMBC has scored
against Liberty in recent seasons.
Liberty took advantage of defensive power
and inspired play to perplex the UMBC powerhouse offense, though afive-minutelapse at the
end of the lirsi half resulted in two fatal goals.
UMBC has triumphed-9*Q and 5*0 in its
matches against Liberty in the last two
years, utilizing the talents of such players
m 1995 Big South Conference Player of
the Year,.Denies Schllte. Liberty's strategy
focused on these offensive strengths by
marking the star forwards and aggressively
counter-attacking.
"We played tough," Head Coach Ken
Perkins"said,"We shut them down in the
second half."
"The game would have been closer if we
bad played the first half like the second
half" sophomore Jessica Keith agreed.
Hutchinson, the sophomore goalkeeper,
ended her impressive season by notching up
eight saves in the tournament game. She was
voted to the Big South All-Conference
Second Team.

They were ricocheting off people. They were
getting that extra yardage, and they were
knocking out first downs. 1 would venture to
say that we had an abundance of first downs,"
Rutigliano said.
Morris, who returned this season from a hip
injury, still doesn't think he is playing to his
full capabilities.
"I'm not back. I need to get better each
week, and after I'm back I still need to get
better," Morris said.
Worthington disagrees.
"Today he's back. He may think he's too
slow, but I don't think so. No question in my
mind, after today, he played great,"
Worthington said.
All four of Liberty's touchdowns came on
rushes. Quarterback Antwan Chiles added
the third LU touchdown at the end of the
first half. Chiles ran a bootleg to his right
side off of a play action fake to get into the
end zone unscathed.
Almost going unnoticed was the Liberty
defense that put in an outstanding effort
Liberty's D allowed a touchdown only on
Hampton's opening drive. After that drive,
Hampton managed only 145 yards of offense
after that drive of 65 yards. Hampton was held
to 91 total yards in the second half.
Liberty Defensive End Herman Calloway,
who had two tackles for losses, said Liberty
has built momentum going into next week's
game against 22nd-ranked Georgia Southern.
"Defensively, we've al-lowed seven points
in the last four games. We have a higher level
of confidence. For a long time it was just
Liberty and its offense, but now we feel that
the defense is starting to win games,"
Calloway said.
Morris likes the idea of being an underdog
going into the game against Georgia
Southern Saturday.
"I like being the underdog. No one respects
us. I don't want anybody to give us respect.
We have to earn our own respect. No one has
to give us respect. We're on the downside
looking up, but that's fine with us."

Magic GM discusses
NBA state of affairs
By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

Pat Williams, general manager
of the Orlando Magic, took time
out of his visit to Liberty to talk
some NBA basketball with the
Champion. Williams' team was
the runner-up to the Houston
Rockets in the 1995 NBA Finals.
Williams said the Magic is back
with a vengeance after losing to
the Rockets, especially the
Magic's two young All-Stars, center Shaquille O'Neal and guard
Anfernee Hardaway.
"(O'Neal and Hardaway) came
back very determined to make up
for the loss of last year. They are
real focused guys. The loss to
Houston really stung them,"
Williams said.
O'Neal and Hardaway began
an intensive off-season workout
program to add muscle and agility
to their games.
'There is no question that
(O'Neal and Hardaway) are a lot
stronger and more filled out. It's
remarkable to look at them.
They've added a lot of definition;

their bodies are a lot stronger.
They are going to be a lot
stronger," Williams said.
While the Magic may be determined to make a return trip to the
Finals, they have already found
some bumps in the road. O'Neal
broke bis thumb during the preseason and will be out six to eight weeks.
"The loss of Shaq is critical.
Obviously you can't replace
him," Williams said.
The Magic is the team that
every team in the NBA's Eastern
Conference will be gunning for.
The main threat will come from
the Michael Jordan-led Chicago
Bulls. They added rebounder
extraordinaire Dennis Rodman to
play power forward to their
already potent line-up.
"The Bulls had nothing in mind
but to strengthen to deal with us.
The loss to us in the playoffs
really stung them. They are going
to be definite contenders,"
Williams said.
Rodman can be a challenge for
any coach, and Williams feels for
Bulls Head Coach Phil Jackson.
"Dennis goes to extremes. He is

a remarkable rebounder, s
remarkable defender, he';
a very valuable playei
when he is not caught up ii
a lot of other side issues.
"He's a difficult guy tt
deal with at times. He's no
easy to coach, but in th«
Bulls' case, they are at th(
point where they have tt
win now because Michae
photo by Matt C'uda
Jordan isn't getting any
HEAD
MAN
IN
CHARGE
— Pat
younger," Williams said.
While the Magic is sit- Williams speaks in convocation.
ting atop the Eastern
the season with replacement refs.
Conference, not all has been easy Williams has confidence that the
for the general manager this off- replacements will do an adequate
season. The NBA had a lockout job in place of the real referees.
over the summer and is currently
"The refs will do their best.
in the process of hammering out a We have to deal with this,"
new long-term contract with the Williams said.
striking NBA referees.
While there are problems that
"All the (lockout) issues were the league needs to deal with this
resolved. Everyone's minds now season, the goal for all the teams
are on getting the season started remains to take the finals chamand winning basketball games.
pionship. Williams choice to win
"We have to deal with the prob- the title is a bit biased.
lem. Apparently the two sides are
"Until somebody beats us,
sizably apart," Williams said.
we are the team to beat
Until the referee strike is set- (in the Eastern Conference),"
tled, the NBA will have to start Williams said.

Soccer takes one at tourney
By MARTY CLARK
Champion Reporter

phulu by Dave Demhliuer

SLIDE TACKLE - - Matt Sinclair (No. 2) has the bail taken
away by a defender in one of LU's earlier games this season.

The season came to an abrupt end
Saturday when UNC Greensboro
upended the Flames 2-0 in the semifinals of the Big South Tournament.
The loss followed a LU's 3-0
thrashing of Radford the previous
night That win launched Liberty into
the semifinals.
The ball never found the net in the
first half of the game against UNCG,
leaving only 45 minutes to determine
who would play in the championship
game Sunday.
With just over 20 minutes remaining in regulation, UNCG's Matt Farris
blasted a 16-yard shot into the Flames'

net to put the Spartans up 1-0.
Two minutes later, UNCG's Jason
Morton put the game away with a
penalty kick following a red card
issued to the Flames' keeper, James
Price. Price received the red card after
pulling down Jeremy Fedor inside the
goaltender box.
With the win, UNCG advanced to
play Coastal Carolina in the championship on Sunday.
"We never really got on track or
into our game. We fell we had the best
team at the tournament," Joey
Johnson said.
Jeff Johnson, who was injured in
the Radford game, sat out the entire
UNCG game with a knee injury.
"It's really tough to have to sit on

the sideline and watch and not be able
to contribute," Johnson said. "The
guys deserve a lot of credit. They
played their hearts out"
Johnson would most likely have
played Sunday if the Flames had
advanced to the finals.
UNCG had an advantage over the
Flames—they did not have a game the
previous night. The Flames, on the
oilier hand, had their hands full while
eliminating Radford.
Friday night, the Flames took care
of business. With skeptics quietly
remarking on Liberty's previous "bad
luck" against Radford, the Flames
went out and wasted no time, stunting
out the Highlanders 3-0 to advance to
the semifinals.
i
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Redemption
for baseball
Baseball has ridden off into the
pKJverbial sunset. The Atlanta
Braves have finally won a World
Series, and baseball has finally start*
ed to win back its fans.
I was forced to mention that prior
paragragh because I lost a bet on my
weekly sports radio snow on C-91
(Monday nights, 6-8, listen, call,
ptease). Here are the topfivereasons;
that MLB is back.
No. 1: Hideo Nomo. About once a
decade, Tommy Lasorda receives a
pitcherforhis staff who doesn't quite
throw in a traditional way. Hideo
^klimo came into the United States
and hurricaned his way to an All-Star
game starting performance. He was
spectacular then and finished out the
season the same way.
Nomo turned on a new group of
fans to baseball in L A and helped
the Dodgers look respectable. Nomo
should receive strong consideration
for the Rookie of the Year award,
Chipper Jones will most likely win it,
but Nomo was the league's most
valuable rookie. Atlanta could have
done it without Jones.
No. 2: Mo Vaughn. The Hit Dbg
led the Red Sox to a division crown
and excited Boston fans all season
long. Vaughn should win the
American League's MVP award.
Vaughn batted .300, drove in over
120 runs, hit 39 dingers and meant
everything to the city of Boston.
Vaughn is the kind of guy baseball
needs. He takes inner-city youth to
the ''Nutcracker" each winter, visits
hospitals and carries a big stick.
Without Vaughn, the Sox would not
have gotten into the playoffs or had
as many fans at the ballpark. Each
time he steps to the plate at Fenway
Park, the fans rise to their feet and
give big Mo an ovation.
No. 3: The Seattle Mariners,
Without Ken Griffey, it seemed that
the Mariners would be going
nowhere fast They went all the way
to the division-title win,
Not only did the Mariners win the
division, but they beat out the
Yankees" in the first round of the
playoffs. The best thing about bow
they did it was when Randy Johnson
came out of the bullpen to close out
game seven of the divisional playoffs. Johnson took the hill with
"Welcome to the Jungle" blaring in
the background and took care of
business. When he did so, I knew
that baseball was back. Who would
have thought that the game's savior
would ho a freak of nature.
No. 4: Tom Glavine. Tommy G.
didn't have the type of season that
would put him in the company of the
other four members on my list He
did, however, pull off one of the most
remarkable World Series performances of all time.
A bloop single by Tony Pena is all
that stood between Glavine and
immortality. While the right-hander
will not have his name linked to the
greats such as Bob Gibson, he will
always have a place in the heart of
those who witnessed game six.
No. 5: Cal Ripken. What can be
said about old No, 8 that has not
already been said. Cal broke the
Streak that seemed unbreakable. But
that isn't the extraordinary thing
about bis record. The extraordinary
thing is the class be showed while
doing it
Ripken showed humility and a
love for the game that is not seen
much in today's baseball player. He
did his job everyday and did it bis
way. We were just lucky enough to
be witnesses to his greatness.

